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Conference Report 
 

Project No.: 14-0005 
Project: Capitan New Secondary School 
Date: October 27, 2014 
Place: Capitan Board Room 
  
Attending: See sign in sheet 
By: Megan Cardwell / Matt McKim 
  
Copies To: All attendees, design team 

 
Issue Date: November 10, 2014 
  
Discussion Items:  
1. Project update: 

a. Matt introduced Kelli Toland, DPS Interior Designer to the steering committee. 
b. PSFA and the Capitan school board approved the schematic design submittal. 
c. City water project has an impact on our new building. A decision needs to be made as to which 

hydrants are the best to conduct another test because the current test data is out of date. There 
is a possibility that a booster pump may be needed and HB is currently carrying $200,000 as a 
line item for this in their estimates. 

d. A revised floor plan will be presented later on in the meeting showing the additional space added 
for the HVAC system. 

e. Playground options will be presented along with the pricing for each of the options. 
 

2. Revised Floor Plan: 
a. The revised floor plan introduces additional spaces added for the HVAC system decided on by 

the steering committee.  
b. The new HVAC spaces provided will include the following: 

1. Boilers 
2. Inline Pumps 
3. Expansion tank 
4. Water softener and salt storage 
5. Hot water pumps 
6. Chilled water pump 
7. 25 fan coil units – 1 per zone 
8. Energy recovery units (interior per 10/27 OAC/OPR meeting) 
9. Chiller (exterior unit) 

c. The square footage the design team was aiming for per the approved programming was 
25,936sf. The design of the building is currently at 27,160sf providing an overage of 1,224sf. 

d. The strategy for placing mechanical rooms within the building where they are currently located is 
to eliminate having to put anything running along the corridor and causing difficulty for 
maintenance. There was also an option that DPS looked at by adding a penthouse. 

e. The additional square footage for the HVAC system is approximately $150,000, whereas a 
penthouse could potentially cost up to approximately $250,000. 

3. DPS presented 4 different playground options with pricing associated with each of them. 
a. Option A includes relocating existing and adding new with a cost of approx.. $193,408 
b. Option B includes relocating existing and adding new with a cost of approx.. $173,792 
c. Option C includes all new equipment with a cost of $239,740 
d. Option D includes all new equipment with a cost of $212,321 
e. The steering committee liked the layout of Option A with and wanted one of the playground units 

from option B. They would also like to see a sandbox with drainage near the south west corner of 
the playground site. 
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f. DPS and HB explained that there will be an audit of the 
existing equipment to understand what equipment can be 
safely moved and HB will get an audit once the equipment 
has been relocated (safety audit). 

4. Roof Eave Options: 
a. DPS reviewed the current roofline over the administration area of the building and flipped it based 

of the concern that there would be too much drainage off of the roof to the north causing the snow 
to freeze and possible icy walkways. 

b. By flipping the roof, the design team had to raise it by 4 feet to allow for the adjacent parapet to 
still work correctly to the south minimizing any intersection between the pitched roof and flat roof 
areas. The change made the entry proportions a lot larger, but the entry doors were now at low 
end of the roof. 

c. Ovidiu stated that Moriarty middle school has a similar sloped roof condition to the north. 
d. The District and steering committee like the original roofline better than the flipped version but 

agree with the decision to look at a site design that will handle the snow load. DPS work on some 
site solutions attached to cost to solve drainage issues. 

5. Interior design material palette discussion: 
a. Kelli handed out a floor cost comparison sheet to the committee. (see attached) 
b. A question for the district is what they want to see down the corridor. Kelli stated that she’s had 

good and bad experiences with Linoleum, but the fact that it’s a new school it would probably be 
ok. Vinyl sheets are good, as you can weld the seams and they become water resistant. Polished 
concrete is a great option as well. You can polish the concrete to different levels to show the 
aggregate. One thing to expect from the concrete is that it will crack, but if you plan for control 
joints, it will minimize the cracking. You can also dye the concrete with any patterns the district 
would want. Kelli stated that she can get a local sample for the committee to view if they want. 
Carpet tiles can be replaced very easily if they become damaged and they provide comfort under 
the feet for teachers that stand all day. 

c. Ovidiu doesn’t recommend any of the glue products (mostly water-based now) because of below 
slab water vapor that can affect the finishes. Most schools are establishing their standard as 
polished concrete. If the district goes with polished concrete, the design team will need to 
implement an acoustics strategy to help with the sound quality (wall panels, etc). Ovidiu also 
recommends carpet tile only in the media center. 

d. The committee decided on polished concrete and carpet tiles for the classrooms and media 
center. 

e. Restrooms will contain full wall tile, tile on the floors and solid surface for the sinks. 
6. Lockers: 

a. The design team presented a rough layout of possible 290 locker locations and how much area 
that was added to the building to give the correct clearances for the lockers. 

b. 690sf was added to the floor plan by stretching the corridor 2 feet to the south to allow for 1 foot 
deep lockers with another foot for a student in front of the locker. 

c. The additional square footage is approximately $115,000 decision that the committee has 
decided on. 

7. Budget (James-HB Construction): 
a. Locker addition will have to be added into the budget spreadsheet. 
b. $200,000 will be added into the budget for a possible fire pump. 
c. The steering committee stated they were ok with using stucco, DPS will investigate replacing the 

CMU with stucco to bring the project closer to budget. 
d. Approximately $350,000 will be added to the budget based on decisions made at this meeting. 

8. Issues for next meeting: 
a. Teaching technology discussion with Robert, B&P and other district staff including teachers, etc. 
b. Media center goals and detailed program 
c. Campus and building security 

9. Upcoming Schedule 
a. 11/10 was supposed to be concluding the early work package, but the committee has decided the 

design team will not need to produce an early work package. The short amount of time gained is 
not worth the cost. 

b. 50% DD’s 11/19 
c. 100% DD’s 12/16 



Capitan Flooring Comparison 

11/10/2014

Carpet Tile

Resilient Carpet (hybrid 

resilient floor covering with 

textile wear layer)

Vinyl Composition Tile (VCT) Luxury Viny Tile (LVT)

Tandus Power Bond Mannington/Armstrong Armstrong Nat. Creations

Price per sq. ft. 4.00-5.00$ 3.50$ 2.25-3.50$ 4.00-6.00$

Initial vacuum vacuum

Sweep, remove any adhesives 

with mineral spirits, damp mop, 

seal and polish (3-5 coats)

Sweep or vacuum, remove any 

adhesive, Clean with neutral 

cleaner and mop, and then rinse 

with clean water and mop.

On-going
routine vacuum, spot cleaning, 

replacement of damaged tiles

minimizes use of cleaning chems 

(& VOCs)- routine vacuum, spot 

cleaning and occasional wet 

extraction

Sweep, Vacuum, or dry mop, then 

damp mop

Dust mop, vacuum.  Spot clean 

with damp mop.  Occasional 

buffing and scrubbing as 

necessary.  Can be polished.

Installation peel & stick installation
peel & stick installation (Can be 

chemically welded at seams)
spreadable adhesive then roll spreadable adhesive then roll 

Acoustics Best Best Poor Better

COF Meets ADA Meets ADA Meets ADA Meets ADA

Warranty 15 year 25 Year 5-10 year 10 years

Estimated 

Replacement
20 years 25 years 7-10 years 15-20 years

Content 25%-65% 36%-61% 15%-25% 15%-25%

End of Life 100% 100%

Moisture 5 Lbs 10 Lbs 5-8 Lbs 5-8 Lbs

Notes

Holds allergens so they can be 

vacuumed, cushion reduces 

muscle fatigue, reduces noise 

closed cell cushion- thermal 

attributes, reduction in muscle 

fatigue,  ensures no moisture or 

contaminants reach the subfloor 

eliminating the potential for 

microbial growth, reduction in 

intrusive noise.  Products do not 

contain anti-microbials 

(pesticides) but will hold allergens 

and dust at floor level so they can 

be vacuumed up.

Through pattern construction.  

Wax contributes to stain 

resistance.  Many color options 

leads to creative design.

More modern patterns and sizes 

(plank). Can have a very thick 

wear layer contributing to longer 

product life. Does not require 

wax/polish, easy install.  

Comfortable under foot and 

product itself is waterproof.

Maintenance

Sustainability



Capitan Flooring Comparison 

11/10/2014

Price per sq. ft.

Initial

On-going

Installation

Acoustics

COF

Warranty

Estimated 

Replacement

Content

End of Life

Moisture

Notes

Maintenance

Sustainability

Linoleum

Armstrong Linorette

4.00-6.00$

Clean with neutral cleaner and 

mop, and then rinse with clean 

water and mop.

Dust mop, vacuum.  Spot clean 

with damp mop.  Occasional 

buffing and scrubbing as 

necessary

spreadable adhesive then roll, 

then heat weld seams 

Better

Meets ADA

5-10 year

20-25 years

8 Lbs.

Made from renewable raw 

materials. Bacteriostatic by 

nature.  Biodegradable. 

Repairable water based finish.  

NO-wax or finish makes product 

easy to clean and maintain.  Low 

life cycle costs.  Comfortable 

under foot.  



Capitan Flooring Comparison 

11/10/2014

Price per sq. ft.

Initial

On-going

Installation

Acoustics

COF

Warranty

Estimated 

Replacement

Content

End of Life

Moisture

Notes

Maintenance

Sustainability

Rubber Vinyl (Homogeneous Sheet) Polished Concrete (Dyed)
Sheet Sports/Mutli-Use 

Flooring

Nora/ Mondo Optima AmeriPolish Taraflex

9.00$ 4.00-5.00$ 5.00-8.00$ 9.00$

Dust mop or vacuum, remove any 

residue with neutral cleaner,  wet 

mop and use scrubber, wet 

vacuum and rinse

Sweep & damp mop to remove 

any adhesives

Sweep, damp mop with neutral 

cleaner

Dust mop or vacuum, remove 

any residue with neutral 

cleaner,  wet mop and use 

scrubber, wet vacuum and rinse

Sweep, Vacuum, or dry mop.  

Damp mop w/ neutral cleaner or 

auto-scrub if needed. Dry buff to 

produce matte gloss finish

Sweep, Vacuum, or dry mop.  

Damp mop w/ neutral cleaner if 

needed. Dry buff to produce 

matte gloss finish

Sweep, damp mop with neutral 

cleaner

Sweep, damp mop with neutral 

cleaner

spreadable adhesive then roll, 

then heat weld seams 

Trowelable or sprayable adhesive 

and heat-weld seams

Pour concrete, grind to desired 

shine, spray dye in desired 

pattern

spreadable adhesive

Better Better Poor Better

Meets ADA Meets ADA Meets ADA Meets ADA

5-7 years 5-7 year

30-40 years 30-40 years - 30 years

25% Pre-Consumer 30%

100% 100%

5 Lbs 15 lbs. (with DryTex system)

Does not require coatings or wax, 

nor does it contain any PVC, 

plasticizers or halogens. With no 

PVC, rubber floors are also 

guaranteed to not generate any 

hydrochloric acid, dioxins or 

furans, leading to a healthier 

indoor environment.  Comfortable 

under foot.  Rapidly renewable 

raw material.

NO-wax or finish lowers 

maintenance costs and disruption 

to people using the space, and 

creates better indoor air quality.  

The sheet has homogeneous 

construction so color and pattern 

are throughout thickness.  

Comfortable under foot.

Concrete can be specified with 

different levels of aggregate 

exposure, colored dyes that 

penetrate 1/16" into slab and will 

last as long as the slab, and any 

sheen level desired.  Colors are 

easy to customize and will never 

chip, peel, or walk off.

Does not require coatings or 

wax, single density foam, 

available in wood look and solid 

colors, custom inset designs and 

painted court striping available.
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This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this 
communication unless notice to the contrary is received within 10 
calendar days of issue. 

 
End of Report 




